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Brief Introduction to Bader’s 
Theory

Bader, Atoms in Molecule: A Quantum Theory 1990

The molecules are: (a)-(f ) the normal alkanes from methane to hexane

∇ρ(r )•n(r ) = 0 ∀r ∈ SΩ



Brief Introduction to Bader’s 
Theory

Bader, Atoms in Molecule: A Quantum Theory 1990

Ethene molecule in the plane containing the nuclei. Values of ρ(r) 
above an arbitrarily chosen value are not shown

ρ(r) = charge density



Brief Introduction to Bader’s 
Theory

Definition of curvature as the limiting difference (Δx → 0) in the tangent lines 
which bracket a given point; at x1 where f(r) is a minimum and the curvature is 
positive and at x2 where f(x) is a maximum and the curvature is negative

(3, -3) all curvatures are negative - maximum

(3, -1) two curvatures are negative –

maximum; one curvature positive – minimum

(3, +1) two curvatures are positive –

minimum; one curvature negative -

maximum

(3, +3) all curvatures are positive - minimum

Bader, Atoms in Molecule: A Quantum Theory 1990



Brief Introduction to Bader’s 
Theory

Molecular graphs for some 
molecules in their equilibrium 
geometries. A bond critical 
point (BCP) is denoted by a 
black dot.

Bader, Atoms in Molecule: A Quantum Theory 1990



Introduction to the Source 
Function (SF)
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Green Function determines the weight of the
cause ∇2ρ(r’)dr’ to contribute to the effect, ρ(r)

(1 4 )π−
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Bader and Gatti, Chem. Phys. Lett. 1998, 287, 233



s(r ) = ρα(r )-ρβ(r )

Local Source for the Spin density
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Local cause : ∇2s(r ’)dr ’ = ∇2 [ρα(r ’)-ρβ(r ’)] d r ’

Global Effect : s(r )

Effectiveness: the same as for ρ, being a purely geometrical factor

SPIN DENSITY

Source Function of Spin Density

∇ρ(r )•n(r ) =0 ∀r ∈ SΩ

Zero Flux Surface 

Gatti, Orlando, Lo Presti Chem. Sci. 2015, 6, 3845-3852 



ρ(r’ ) ∇2ρ(r’ ) LS(r’) Effects on ρ(r)

> 0 > 0 < 0 decrease ρ

> 0 < 0 > 0 increase ρ

s(r’ ) ∇2ρα(r’ ) ∇2ρβ(r’ ) ∇2s(r’ ) LSs(r’) Effects on s(r)

±±±± > 0 > 0
∇2ρα > ∇2ρβ > 0
∇2ρα < ∇2ρβ < 0

< 0
> 0

β
α

±±±± > 0 < 0 > 0 < 0 β

±±±± < 0 > 0 < 0 > 0 α

±±±± < 0 < 0
∇2ρα > ∇2ρβ  < 0
∇2ρα < ∇2ρβ  > 0

> 0
< 0
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β
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SF applied to plane wave charge 

density

– The plane waves that appaer in this expansion can be represented  as a grid in k-space

� Only true for
periodic
system but
the grid used
it is discrete

� In principle, 
still need
infinite 
number of
plane waves

� For a periodic system

� In practice, the 
contribution from
higher Fourier 
components (large
|k+G|) is small

� So truncate the 
expansion at some 
value of |k+G|

� Traditional to
express this cut off 
in energy unit

reciprocal lattice vector



SF applied to plane wave charge 

density

In the chemical bond the core electrons don't interact, thus in the 

first approximation it is possible to consider the core electrons 

frozen

Pseudopotential

PAW, NC, US

DFT functionals: PBE, PW91, BLYP, B3LYP



Different Approximation of Exc

Perdew, Phys. Rev. Let. 77, 18, 3865 (1996)

Carter, J. Chem.Theory Comput. 10, 3423 (2014)



SF applied to plane wave charge 

density
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SF applied to plane wave charge 

density

SF% hydrogen atomic average values obtained with YT and BADER integration methods with all permutations of DFT 

functional + pseudo-potential, values are compared to LBS values as reference (red line), for ethane molecule.



SF applied to plane wave charge 

density

Average atomic SF% values for ethane carbon atoms. Values have been obtained with both the YT and BADER 

integration methods with all available  DFT functional + pseudo-potential permutations. Values are compared to LBS 

based values as reference (red), for ethane molecule.



SF applied to plane wave charge 

density

PBE-PAW vs PBE/6-311G(d,p)



Pseudopotencial

– The pseudo-orbitals are the variational parameters of the calculation

P. E. Blöchl, PRB 50, 17953 (1994)

“True” 

orbitals
Linear 

trasformation

“Pseudo” 

orbitals

Pseudo 

waves

“True” atomic

state

Core region



SF applied to plane wave charge 

density

– Cyclohexene

– 1,3-cyclohexadiene

– Benzene

– Cyclopentadienyl

– Tropylium

– B2H6

Aromaticity

3-center-2-electron



SF applied to plane wave charge 

density

(Left) SF% average value of ortho carbon vs Ry of kinetic energy, in red the reference obtained with LBS. (right) 

Difference in absolute value between ortho carbon SF% average value and reference, for cyclohexene molecule.



SF applied to plane wave charge 

density

(Left) SF% average value of metha carbon vs Ry of kinetic energy, in red the reference obtained with LBS. (right) 

Difference in absolute value between metha carbon SF% average value and reference, for cyclohexene molecule.



SF applied to plane wave charge 

density

(Left) SF% average value of para carbon vs Ry of kinetic energy, in red the reference obtained with LBS. (right) 

Difference in absolute value between para carbon SF% average value and reference, for cyclohexene molecule.



SF applied to plane wave charge 

density

Comparison in diborane at

the BCP of 3 center 2

electron bonding between

SF% atomic values

calculated at AE PBE/6-

311G(d,p) and PBEPAW.

The dotted line indicates

SF(PW)/SF(AE)=1.



SF applied to plane wave charge 

density
Comparison in diborane at

the BCP of 2 centre 2 electron

bonding between SF% atomic

values calculated at AE PBE/6-

311G(d,p) and PBE-PAW. The

dotted line indicates

SF(PW)/SF(AE)=1.
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PBADER

– Vanishing of atomic domains at the vibrational nodes

– Two ZFS for isolated hydrogen atom

∇ρ(r )•n(r ) = 0 ∀r ∈ SΩ

Cassam-Chenai, Jayatilaka Theor. Chem. Acc., 2001, 105, 213-218

Failure



PBADER

E = �� = �� /2

Virial Theorem

� � �� ��⁄ � 2

�� *(1 + g) �� *(1 + 1/g)

The estimation of kinetic energy was demonstrated to be less than 0.4 kJ/mol.

Bader, Atoms in Molecule: A Quantum Theory 1990



PBADER



PBADER

PBADER(Ω) = E(Ω)/V(Ω)

Table  Volume (V), electronic energy (E) and Bader’s energy density (PBADER) of atomic basins

Atom V (Bohr3) E (a.u.) PBADER (a.u. per Bohr3) Atom V (Bohr3) E (a.u.) PBADER (a.u. per Bohr3)

PX5

-339.47 -7.4239 -338.37 -23.9126P 45.73 P 14.15

Heq 75.24 -0.86 -0.0114 Feq 106.95 -100.28 -0.9376

Hax 83.40 -0.88 -0.0106 Fax 106.95 -100.28 -0.9498

PX3

-340.23 -2.2710 -339.59 -3.1251P 149.82 P 108.67

H 76.26 -0.82 -0.0108 F 114.31 -100.21 -0.8766

X2

-0.59 -0.0099 -99.65 -0.9630H 59.02 F 103.47

Plot of atomic basins of P with charge density 
depicted from highest concentration (white) to lowest 
concentration (black; 10^-3 e/Bohr^-3).

PX5 → PX3 + X2



PBADER

6-31G** 6-311G** cc-pVTZ

Hax–P–Hax -0.013 -0.013 -0.011

Fax–P–Fax 0.010 - -

P–Hax 0.654 0.643 0.636

P–Fax 0.341 0.434 0.323

Bader like calculated values of 3-centre bond indexes for Xax–P–Xax and 2-centre 

bond indexes for P–Xax in PX5

Domain averaged Fermi Hole



PBADER

ΔPBADER(Ω)

PX5 → PX3 + X2

ΔPBADER(Feq) = -0.0133 a.u. per Bohr^3 ΔPBADER(Heq) = 0.0006 a.u. per Bohr^3

ΔPBADER(Fax) = 0.0610 a.u. per Bohr^3 ΔPBADER(Hax) = 0.0006 a.u. per Bohr^3
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